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Visit links below, and scroll to find the highlighted TEKS for your grade level.

Fine Art: Theatre – Grade 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fine Art Elementary

Fine Art Middle School

English Language Arts and Reading: Grade 3 4 5 6 7 8

ELA Elementary

ELA Middle School

The highlighted TEKS can be met by seeing the show, completing discussions, creating 

artwork and participating in the activities. 

https://d5nixqi3iffcu.cloudfront.net/2017/09/Fine-Art-Elementary-Secret-Garden.docx
https://d5nixqi3iffcu.cloudfront.net/2017/09/Fine-Art-Middle-School-Secret-Garden.docx
https://d5nixqi3iffcu.cloudfront.net/2017/09/ELA-Elementary-Secret-Garden.docx
https://d5nixqi3iffcu.cloudfront.net/2017/09/ELA-Middle-School-Secret_Garden.docx


The Secret Garden is a musical based on the 1911 novel of the same name by Frances Hodgson 

Burnett. The musical’s script and lyrics are by Marsha Norman, with music by Lucy Simon. It 

premiered on Broadway in 1991 and ran for 709 performances.

The story is set in the early years of the 20th century. Mary Lennox, a young English girl born and 

raised in the British Raj, is orphaned by a cholera outbreak when she is ten years old. She is sent 

away from India to Yorkshire, England, to live with relatives whom she has never met. Her own 

personality blossoms as she and a young gardener bring new life to a neglected garden, as well as 

to her sickly cousin and uncle.

TUTS has the honor of participating in this pre-Broadway co-production of the Tony® Award 

winning musical. This production, which just broke box office records in Washington D.C., will 

include revisions to the book and score made by 5th Ave. Theatre’s Artistic Director, David 

Armstrong and the original creative team.

A hauntingly beautiful musical, THE SECRET GARDEN has been called “smart and sensitive” and 

“blessedly grownup” with “a yearning magical pulse” by the Washington Post. The fantastical tale 

features stunning sets and costumes, a gorgeous score and rich, lush storytelling.
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ABOUT THE SECRET GARDEN



Below are some general discussion questions that will get students thinking 

about the production they’ve just seen!  

1.   In the musical, Mary is shuffled from the only place she knows as home to a new place in 

which she has to adapt. Have a conversation about leaving home. Why do people leave their 

homes for good? How do you think Mary felt leaving her home? How would you have felt if 

you were in Mary’s position? 

2.   List the secrets were kept or shared in the production. Why do you think these secrets 

were kept? Why do you believe that  

3.   What words would you use to describe the word “secret?” The Secret Garden is a classic 

piece of literature by Frances Hodgson Burnett. It has been adapted into movies, plays, 

musicals, ballets, and inspired many pieces of art. Why?  What makes something a classic? 

Have a brainstorming session with your class about adaptations, art, and withstanding the test 

of time. What is it about this story that makes it a classic?    

4.   There are many careers in theatre beyond performance. Scenic, lighting, costume, and 

sound designers help to create the environment of the story coming to life onstage. Have a 

discussion about what you saw, heard, smelled, felt, etc. in relation to the show. How did the 

physical setting onstage add to the story? 
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TUTS.COM/TEACHERS

CONNECTING WITH NATURE

WRITE

Our stories are what make us who we are. The Secret Garden is the story of a moment in the life 

of Mary Lennox, Archibald Craven, Colin Craven, etc. Invite your students to write and tell a story 

from their own lives. 

Activity: Your Secret Garden Story

Below are some prompts that they can use as a jumping off point for a one-page story:

• Write about a time you spent in nature. 

 o How did being in nature make you feel? 

 o Why do you think that is true?

• Write about a time that your environment drastically changed (ex: Mary moving from the 

heat of India to the cold rain of England).

 o How did the change make you feel? Why?

Once students write their one-page, ask them to storytell it to the class, focusing on Being 

Seen, Being Heard, Being Understood.

Challenge: 

Once students have told their stories, add some drama  to it! Ask students to get into groups 

and dramatize different people’s stories, using the Actor’s Toolbox (minds, bodies, and voices). 

Share your performances with the class.

Discussion:

How does weather, nature, animals, the outdoors, etc. affect how we feel as humans? How did 

it affect Mary? Colin? Archibald? Dickon? Why do you think that is?  



TUTS.COM/TEACHERS

SING

In musical theatre, one of the primary elements of storytelling is song and sound. Sound effects 

and music are also used to enhance the feeling of the environment. How can we use sound to 

create our own environments in the classroom? Try this Soundscape activity that will allow your 

students to create a rainstorm in the classroom. 

Activity: Soundscape

• Ask students to follow your lead, whatever you do, they must follow. 

 o Practice the sounds you will make together.

• Pretend you are a conductor in front of an orchestra/choir. Model and conduct your class 

through a soundscape:

 o Individual raindrops: Start slowly (legatto) and softly (piano), clicking your tongue. 

Have students join you one at a time. 

 o Sprinkling: As more students join, have everyone start snapping one at a time. This 

can get steadily  faster (crescendo) and louder (forte). 

 o Steady Rain: Rubbing Hands together

 o Pouring: Patting thighs

 o Downpour: Stomping of feet

 o Thunder: Jumping (this is the fun part of the storm!)

• Just as you grew to be as loud as possible (fortissimo!), now go in reverse (decrescendo). 

After Thunder and Downpour, move back to pouring, steady rain, sprinkling, and individual 

raindrops until you get to silence)

CONNECTING WITH NATURE
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CONNECTING WITH NATURE

Discussion: 

How did it feel to be a rainstorm? What did it sound like? Did it bring up any images/ideas/

memories/stories? What other environments could you use soundscape to explore?

Challenge:

Discuss what the soundscape of Lily’s Garden could include. As a group, brainstorm these 

ideas. Have one student become Mary. Have a moment with the class where you discuss how 

Mary feels before she goes to the garden. 

• Ask Mary to go into the hall/in another area where they cannot hear. Practice your Garden 

Soundscape.

• When Mary comes back in, blindfold them and ask them to sit in the middle of the group.

• Remind Mary of how it felt before finding the garden. Can you find those feelings in 

yourself? 

• Have the class create the soundscape of the garden for Mary.

• Discuss how that felt for Mary. What did she see/feel?

Try this with other students becoming the other characters from The Secret Garden. 



TUTS.COM/TEACHERS

DIGGING INTO RELATIONSHIPS

ACT:

At the beginning of The Secret Garden, Mary is called Mistress Mary Quite Contrary, partially 

because of how she stood, spoke, and contorted her face. How we use our bodies and how we 

react physically often can determine how others view us. Explore body language as a method of 

communication, and how it can affect people’s first impressions of us. 

Activity: Physical First Impressions

Below are some prompts that they can use as a jumping off point for a one-page story:

• Ask students to stand and relax their bodies. Arms should be down by sides, feet hip 

width apart (neutral stance).

 o Is this a comfortable stance? Why or why not?

• Try demonstrating different stances. After each stance, have them come back to neutral. 

   – Arms crossed in front of your body.

   – Hands in pockets. 

   – Hip out, weight on one leg.

 o How did it feel to stand like that? How does it feel compared to neutral? Why do 

you think that is?

 o How do others look when they stand like that? What kind of a mood do you think 

they’re in? 

• Try the same thing with facial expression:

   – Eyebrows furrowed

   – Jaw clenched

   – Lips puckered

• Ask the same questions as above. 
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DIGGING INTO RELATIONSHIPS

Discuss: 

• How can we use our bodies to give people the right first impression of us?

• When watching the show, ask students to focus on how the actors onstage use their bodies 

to portray their characters. What are your first impressions of their characters? How do they 

change through the show?

Challenge:

Ask students to write about a time that they had the wrong first impression of someone 

because of how they stood/talked/acted physically. Have a discussion about how that feels on 

both ends. How did you see it affect Mary in the show? How did Mary and the other actors use 

their physicality to give the audience a first impression of them?  

DISCOVER: 

In The Secret Garden, the characters learn about themselves by communicating and learning 

about each other. Talk with your students about certain characters and how their relationships 

affected the story. 

Activity: Character Sketches

• Split the class into groups. Give each group a character from the show and a piece of 

butcher paper. 

• Ask students to write/draw/doodle a “character sketch” together on the paper. As they 

come up with ideas, putting it down to create a picture of who the person is without drawing a 

picture of what they look like. 

 o What do other people think of them? What is generally the first impression by 

others?
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DIGGING INTO RELATIONSHIPS

 o What do they think of themselves?

 o What are three words you would use to describe them?

 o Are there any colors, shapes, images, symbols that you would associate with this 

character?

• Take the “character sketches” created by the groups and hang the up together so that 

everyone may look. As with a piece of art, encourage the students not to explain why they 

created what they did, but, instead to hear other’s impressions of their work.

Challenge:

After exploring who these characters are, look at their relationships with each other. 

• How would you visibly connect each character, using a symbol or line?

 o Ex., Archibald loves Lily. He could be connected to her with a thick, straight line 

because of their bond, or a line of hearts because they’re in love.

Challenge the class to map out the relationships by coming up with symbols that express how 

each character feels about each other. 
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MYSTERIES AND REVELATIONS

PLAY: 

Mary was keenly aware of her senses, she often heard crying and felt the presence of those she 

loved. In this game students will be challenged to notice details and make specific choices, but 

also keep a secret.

Activity: House of Secrets

• Choose one student to stand in front of the class, call this student the observer.

• In silence, the observer must study the remainder of the class. 

• The observer should then leave the room and the then class makes three changes to the 

appearance of three classmates or changes to major objects in the classroom, once this is 

complete invite the observer to return to the classroom. Changes should be subtle, changing 

hairstyle, switching student’s seats, zipping up a coat, etc). The level of difficulty in changes 

can be determined by the teacher.

• Once all changes are made bring the observer back to the classroom.

• When the observer returns to the classroom, all of the students must remain quiet and not 

give away the changes or secrets they have created. 

• Repeat this game in smaller groups. 

Discussion: 

• How did it feel as the observer to have to find those changes with everyone watching you?

• How did it feel to be part of a secret?

• How do you think Mary felt, trying to navigate that house full of secrets?



RELATE AND CREATE:

Activity: Revealing the Truth

• Using white cardstock paper and white crayons have the students write something true 

about them on a piece of paper. This should be something that is surprising about them or 

that not many people know---but that they are ok with people knowing...eventually.  Students 

should be encouraged to disguise their handwriting or change names protect their precious 

secret. They can choose to pick a very personal secret or something that the class may not 

know about them.

• Gather all the papers and mix them up. 

• Handout the mysteries randomly to students, so they get a new mystery (not their own). 

Using watercolors have the students paint over the entire sheet of paper making a new piece 

of artwork. The white crayon push away the color revealing the secret. 

• Have students share their artwork, and to guess whose mystery they think it is. 

Discuss 

• How did it feel to reveal the mystery on the paper?

• What reasoning did you use to choose who the mystery belonged to?

• What methods did Mary use to uncover the mysteries in the Archibald home?

• How do you think she felt when she revealed them? How did others feel?
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MYSTERIES AND REVELATIONS


